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~ The 'power' of many ~
&
The ONE
Dear 'Ministers' of government, I write this to you so as to assist you all to see
'something' which is presently a hidden reality. Every 'group' or organisation is
or becomes a 'power,' and in your 'case' as a group of individuals you do wield
ABSOLUTE POWER over mankind.
How and why is this so? Because your 'asks' are nothing less than demands
which are imposed upon the entire community backed by force of arms.
How is it so? Because you do HAVE an 'Army' and a Police force, being armed
forces whose members BELIEVE that 'whatever you say' MUST BE DONE
because they are paid a wage to 'unquestionably' so DO.
You in FACT are a military FORCE, being a Dictatorship empowered by the
'vote' of the voters AND 'self-empowered' because, - - - you do IMPOSE your
dictated decrees upon ALL within the borders of the boundaries 'policed' by
armed men under your 'stewardship,' even upon those who did not vote because
they do not believe in giving their allegiance to armed men, and simply wish to
go their way peacefully as they OBEY their Creator, God.
So in FACT, politicians are military 'heads' or 'generals' who wear NO uniform
nor 'badges' but they are equally powerful, for even though they 'come' in the
name of civil civilians working FOR THE PEOPLE, they in fact are the razor
sharp 'edge' of the 'Imperial Lion' who rules and dominates and subjugates
mankind. (God the Father)
As a 'force,' you in FACT have the Power to do both GOOD or EVIL or both.
I am here to advise you and each and every serving officer that although you are
a 'huge' force 'together,' in FACT on an individual basis as unique beings, you at
all times and in all situations stand before our God.
I am also only ONE, but what is my 'power'? Can I 'confront' you and survive or
do you hold all the 'aces' in the pack of cards? As far a 'force' goes (Being God's
Power) you do hold the 'obvious' upper hand but, it is in FACT I who holds an
added 'card' of 6 'aces,' being the six pointed Star which is God's WISDOM from
afar.
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Since I have the use of these six aces I can 'balance' the scales so to speak by
remaining humble and meek as God's servant who uses the said Wisdom to
awaken your hearts, minds and souls.
I am here to advise all of 'what' is soon to BE and that is the separation of SOULS
for an eternity. So I simply 'appeal' to each of you INDIVIDUALLY because some
of you will NOT be 'able' to listen to my 'plea' to: "ONLY go about your daily
'business' operating WITHIN the constraints of God's COMMAND."
WHY do I ask this? Solely because any who do NOT operate within God's
Command will definitely receive a HEAVY reprimand from God via His
invisible DARK forces who operate 'clandestinely' and TELEPATHICALLY via
the MINDS of everybody who has 'Sin' within. (Negative emotions)
My 'vision' is endless because our God uses me and thus His 'unfolding' story is
revealed to ME, being THE ONE and ONLY one who can be your ADVISOR.
Why do I write this 'open letter' to you? Because I do live in Tasmania and I do
'wish' that all Tasmanians have quick 'access' to THE TRUTH so that
TOGETHER we can pave the way FORWARD in the manner Commanded and
demanded by our GOD.
All over the world now are 'waves' of trouble and violence as the minds of
people become mentally 'disturbed' by uncontrollable thoughts. We here are
seemingly 'calm,' - - - but - - - the 'blanket' of 'ignorance' is soon to be 'dispelled'
as VERY DARK FORCES erupt globally in the manner revealed by me.
The invisible DARK Power has thrown a 'cloak' of darkness over the earth and it
is like an impenetrable veil through which evil men doing evil deeds cannot see.
All they 'see' or believe is that their interfering, manipulative, extortionist, controlling
and punitive deeds are not only JUSTIFIED, but in fact are GOOD and for the
BENEFIT of society. Nothing is further from THE TRUTH as all will soon see.
I can see through it all as I AM the messenger of God who IS 'alive,' and I am sent
to awaken all as I try and uplift their 'sleeping' consciousness before for all it is
'too late.'
All legislators, 'governors' and armed forces need to understand that within the
individual's personal daily 'interaction' lies the LAW of 'attraction,' - - - that
LAW being that whatever we INVOKE or put OUT attracts a similar exact
RETURN unto us.
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Every politician has a mind 'set' of error of belief, for their minds are set in that as
they JUSTIFY every 'act' or 'decree,' they fail to see that as their every ruling
DEMAND has a punitive backing, the legislators are in FACT stating:
"I or 'we' by 'show of hands' will force each and every one of you to
comply to our dictate of THE DAY, even though we know that IT will
impoverish you and cause you some loss or suffering."
Only the DEVIL (The Dark Sovereign Power, God) goes forth causing pain and
loss and suffering OPENLY within the punitive aspect of the LAW: "As you did
do punitively unto others is now punitively done unto you," so it follows that all
political dictates are the decrees of THE Devil imposed upon mortal man and
backed by God's FORCE OF ARMS* - (The forbidden to 'eat' (use) fruit of the tree
of the knowledge of good and evil)
It follows that any of your 'decrees' resulting in anyone 'suffering' becomes a
spiritual due within the Law of God upon the 'heads' of all who invoked said
decrees as well as all society who condoned, supported and funded such
INIQUITY.
What is this JUSTIFICATION to BE totally disrespectful unto others and to force
them by threat and coercion to OBEY or suffer?
It is the power of God's DARK ENERGY simply 'balancing' ITS eye for an eye
'Scales of Justice' against SINNERS who as they suffer loss, injury, deprivation
and mental and emotional trauma are 'Reaping what they sowed' directly OR, - - from being complicit to the negative activities of their paid POLITICAL
servants and their armed forces who went forth in their name and on their behalf
causing others to suffer in some way.
All politicians need to now SEE that all their interference, control, subjugation,
extortion or punishment etc., is an 'act' of GOD (The Father) via THEIR MINDS
but, - - They ALSO need to see that they and everybody supporting their 'ways' ARE all
cycling DOWN into a deeper 'morass' which IS ongoing because, it is in this way,
that God via politicians imposes more and more and MORE month by month to
NO end other than CHAOS and HELL for all complicit in continuing to defy
Him and His "Peace & love & mercy & compassion & forgive thine enemy"
Command.
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Naturally the Dark Sovereign Power, God keeps His 'heads of house' politicians,
chiefs, kings, queens, emperors etc., and their forces men TOTALLY in the
DARK as to what HE is doing via them.

ALL pay THE BLOOD PRICE say I.

God's ENERGY is within EVERY activity of man, and IT is eternal and ever
present and sees all, knows all and does all via man.
Thus IT knows 'who is who' and 'who' IT will 'swat' for using ITS dark energy to
'plot' against others. IT in fact 'incites' and inspires the minds of said 'plotters' so
as to use them against the other and 'visa versa.'
Every politician and their 'armed' forces 'backup' men all need to understand
that the DARK energy essence of the Source, God is the ONE who inspires their
every 'move' of interference, domination, subjugation, control, extortion, fine,
punishment, injury, incarceration, war or killing. It is the 'deceptive' NATURE of
THE BEAST in action.
They also need to understand that these 'activities' which in their minds ARE
justified are so because all they impose causing suffering, loss or impoverishment
IS the spiritual due of the other, and simply God's 'eye for an eye' JUSTICE via
their 'decrees.'
They also need to understand that all complicit to these ongoing impositions will
all suffer the same 'fate' at a later date, either in this life 'time' or in the next level
of consciousness when their spirit soul exits the flesh of this world.
Mankind is to find OUT via me that it is the mass and frequency and 'nature' of
their INNER ENERGY which uplifts their soul to the heavenly LIGHT or draws
them DOWN to the 'lip' of the eternal 'volcano' FIRE.
The more negativity (dark emotional energy) within them (the Sin) the greater
the downwards FALL, and thus ones 'professed' named religion of 'Christian or
Islam or Buddhism' etc., has NAUGHT to do with ANYTHING.
It is ones interaction with others ACTIVITY which enables the Light or Dark
spiritual ENERGY essence of benign LOVE or malignant EVIL to flow through
and GROW within YOU.
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So if you 'wish' to be IN POWER and IN CONTROL over the lives of others
whom you 'shower' with your DEMANDS and 'ideals' and YOU 'berate' them for
non conformity then, - - BE ADVISED by ME that your MIND is being controlled by the 'devilish' DARK
SOVEREIGN POWER of God and HE for sure is USING you to mete out
'punishment' within HIS 'eye for an eye' LAW upon others which AHEAD will
HE and HIS dark forces DO UNTO YOU in this world or the next.
All are revolving within the DARK aspect of God's ENERGY & LAW.
All mankind is ON the wide road to HELL.
NO person EVER avoids the implementation of God's LAW.
Soon, our God will either "Praise you" or "Destroy you." It is to be your choice.
I remind you: "God's 'As you sow so shall ye reap' LAW is immutable."
I am in this realm of conscious to do my best to enlighten as many as I can, it is
THEN your 'choice' to follow my lead and set yourself FREE or DIE in your Sin.
I am inspired by the LIGHT of God (Mother) to uplift YOU. She is the ONE who
loves and adores you.
Terence
On line copy: http://www.the-testament-of-truth.co.uk/truth/web/minister.pdf
Political Decree page 11 at: http://www.the-testament-of-truth.co.uk/truth/web/faith.htm

